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Mudras for Modern Life - Swami Saradananda 2016-10-11
Discover how to integrate more than 60 mudras into your daily life for
increased vitality and inner peace Mudras are an ancient and often
overlooked Eastern practice that involves making established hand
gestures which direct subtle energy to boost health and wellbeing. This
definitive, fully illustrated guide to the art of mudras provides a highly
practical and inspirational overview of how to use these subtle and
beautiful gestures to revitalize every aspect of your life, not just in your
yoga or meditation practice. The introduction lays the foundation for
mudra practice with chapters showing why and how to do the mudras
themselves. Chapters are also dedicated to different parts of the hand
and their corresponding elements, illustrating holistic benefits, like
boosting inner strength, relieving stress, enhancing creativity, and
increasing concentration. Each mudra entry includes an accompanying
chant, meditation, pranayama, asana, or visualization. Mudras for
Modern Life also provides a series of highly useful mudra routines for a
range of both physical and emotional health issues from anxiety and
chronic fatigue to arthritis and headaches.
Biology of Kundalini - Jana Dixon 2020-06-10
2nd Edition: A manual for those going through spiritual journeys and
kundalini awakenings. Listing symptoms, practices and health
suggestions to reassure the reader that transmutation and the
evolutionary process of metamorphosis is both normal and essential to
the "deeper" experience of being human. Evolutionary biologists and
neurologists may find some clues in this book to aid their research.
Llewellyn's Complete Book of Chakras - Cyndi Dale 2015-11-08
The Ultimate Guide to Chakras and Energy Systems As powerful centers
of subtle energy, the chakras have fascinated humanity for thousands of
years. Llewellyn's Complete Book of Chakras is a unique and
empowering resource that provides comprehensive insights into these
foundational sources of vitality and strength. Discover what chakras and
chakra systems are, how to work with them for personal growth and
healing, and the ways our understanding of chakras has transformed
throughout time and across cultures. Lively and accessible, this definitive
reference explores the science, history, practices, and structures of our
subtle energy. With an abundance of illustrations and a wealth of
practical exercises, Cyndi Dale shows you how to use chakras for
improving wellness, attracting what you need, obtaining guidance, and
expanding your consciousness. Praise: "In one thoroughly researched
and beautifully written book you can learn...what it took ancient seekers
a lifetime to uncover."—Steven A. Ross, PhD, CEO of the World Research
Foundation and author of And Nothing Happened...But You Can Make It
Happen "A shining constellation of timeless wisdom and brilliant insights
on chakras. This groundbreaking book is an essential conduit to wholeself healing."—Dr. Deanna Minich, founder of Food & Spirit "Expertly
researched, well written, and easy to understand. The go-to guide for
understanding subtle energy systems."—Madisyn Taylor, bestselling
author and editor-in-chief of DailyOM "Cyndi's exploration of crosscultural systems is stunningly complete...Very impressive."—Margaret
Ann Lembo, author of Chakra Awakening
Mudras for Awakening Chakras - Advait 2015-04-25
Your Beginner's Guide to Understanding, Awakening and Balancing the
Seven Chakras!!!Mudras for Chakras is all about educating you about
the basics of the chakras and Ancient Vedic Chakra Healing technique
which involve achieving everlasting health, physically and emotionally by
awakening and balancing your Chakras.The 7 Energy InletsThe
'Universal Life energy' enters the human body at Seven (7) specific
points, located along our spine, these points are THE CHAKRAS.Simply
put, The Seven Chakras are the inlet energy taps of the human body.All
these Chakras are associated with certain Glands and Vital Organs and
the energy entering the Chakras is lead to them for proper functioning
and nourishment.If a Chakra is Closed, Blocked or Un-Balanced then
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these Vital Organs and Glands are malnourished leading to further
complications and diseases. (Both on a physical and meta-physical
level)It is possible to Awaken and Balance Your Chakras by performing
Simple Hand Gestures called as 'Mudras'.You don't believe me?? Try out
for yourself.These Mudras work wonders!!Discover:: 19 Simple Hand
Gestures for Awakening and Balancing your ChakrasThis book details a
variety of Simple Hand Gestures called as Mudras, that when performed
regularly will Awaken and Balance your Chakras and let you achieve
everlasting health.Some of the Mudras that you'll discover inside this
book are:# Muladharchakramudra / Mudra of Root Chakra#
Mushtimudra / Mudra of Fist# Gadamudra / Mudra of Spear#
Shaktimudra / Mudra of The Divine Feminine# Garudamudra / Mudra of
EagleEverlasting Physical and Emotional Health is Achievable!! Just
perform these Simple Hand Gestures regularly.
Mudras - Gertrud Hirschi 2016-01-15
A simple technique to achieve lasting health, happiness, and inner peace.
“Yoga for the hands—sounds too good to be true. Do it at the office, on
an airplane, lying in bed. Seasoned yoga teacher Gertrud Hirschi has
used these hand postures to ease asthma, relieve flu symptoms, think
more effectively, relieve tension, and more. Like a classroom instructor,
she guides readers with simultaneous breathing advice and conjures up
helpful images.” —Brian Bruya, Amazon.com Review Mudras are yoga
positions for your hands and fingers. They can be practiced sitting, lying
down, standing, or walking, at any time and place. These mysterious
healing gestures can calm the stress, aggravations, and frustrations of
everyday life. Schooled in the traditional knowledge of this eastern art of
healing, well-known Swiss yoga teacher, Gertrud Hirschi, shows how
these easy techniques can recharge personal energy reserves and
improve quality of life. Readers will learn how to use the practice of
mudras to: Prevent illness and ailments Support the healing of many
emotional issues Promote spiritual development Intensify the affect with
breathing exercises, affirmations, visualizations, herbs, nutrition, music,
and colors therapy Also included are several full-body mudras and
exercises to enhance any meditation and yoga practice.
Mudras for Healing and Transformation - Joseph Le Page 2014-09-01
The Big Book of Chakras and Chakra Healing - Susan Shumsky
2019-11-01
"This book is for seekers. With writing that is both friendly to the
layperson yet true to a deeper mystery, this is the book to which I refer
my students who are interested in the esoteric wisdom and practices of
the ancients." —Anodea Judith, author of Eastern Body, Western Mind
Although they are often misunderstood, the chakras are important facets
of health and spirituality and when properly attuned can lead to happier
and healthier lives. In The Big Book of Chakras and Chakra Healing, Dr.
Susan Shumsky delves into the ancient Tantric and Vedic literature to
uncover the veiled mysteries of the ages, where the most authentic
information about the 7 chakras, 7 subchakras, and the subtle energy
system can be found. By reading this valuable book, you will: Discover
your subtle body and energy field and how to heal blockages. Gain
understanding of kundalini energy and the chakra system. Understand
how to use visualization to access your chakras. Learn to maintain the
health of your energy field. The Big Book of Chakras and Chakra Healing
is perfect for novices and experienced practitioners alike and will lead
you on a journey of discovery, balance, and enlightenment.
Stealing Fire from Heaven - Nevill Drury 2011-03-02
The Western magical traditions are currently undergoing an
international resurgence. In Stealing Fire from Heaven, Nevill Drury
offers an overview of the modern occult revival and seeks to explain this
growing interest in ancient magical belief systems. Gnosticism and the
Hermetica, the medieval Kabbalah, Tarot and Alchemy, and more
recently, Rosicrucianism and Freemasonry, collectively laid the basis for
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the modern magical revival, which first began to gather momentum in
Europe at the end of the nineteenth century. Western magic has since
become increasingly eclectic, drawing on such diverse sources as
classical Greco-Roman mythology, Celtic cosmology, Kundalini yoga and
Tantra, shamanism, chaos theory, and the various spiritual traditions
associated in many different cultures with the Universal Goddess. Drury
traces the rise of various forms of magical belief and practice, from the
influential Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn to the emergence of
Wicca and Goddess worship as expressions of contemporary feminine
spirituality. He also explores Chaos Magick and the occult practices of
the so-called Left-Hand Path, as well as twenty-first-century magical
forays into cyberspace. He believes that the rise of modern Western
magic stems essentially from the quest for personal spiritual
transformation and direct experience of the sacred--a quest which the
trance occultist and visionary artist Austin Osman Spare once referred to
as "stealing fire from heaven." Considered in this light, Drury argues,
modern Western magic can be regarded as a form of alternative
spirituality in which the practitioners seek direct engagement with the
mythic realm.
Mantras and Mudras - Lillian Too 2002
The author of the Complete Illustrated Guide to Feng Shui provides an
introduction to mantras, or Buddhist chants, and mudras--hand gestures-identifying their physical and spiritual benefits, from increased energy
levels to deep inner calm.
Mudras of Yoga - Cain Carroll 2013-10-21
Hand mudras have been used for centuries in yogic traditions to promote
health and wellbeing, and they are considered valuable tools on the path
of spiritual awakening. This card set provides 72 of the most important
hand mudras used in yoga. The gestures presented support mental and
spiritual development, and have a wide range of health benefits. Each
card presents a full-colour image of the mudra with the Sanskrit name,
transliteration and English translation. The back of each card includes
concise information on technique and applications as well as the
physical, energetic and spiritual benefits of the mudra. The
accompanying booklet contains background information on the mudras,
how to practice them at home, and details on how each of the 72 mudras
can be used to address a variety of common health complaints. This card
set will enrich the practice of students and teachers of yoga, and will be
of interest to anyone looking to gain a comprehensive understanding of
hand mudras.
Kundalini Tantra - Swami Satyananda Saraswati 1996
In the last few decades, yoga has helped millions of people to improve
their concepts of themselves. Yoga realises that man is not only the mind,
he is body as well. Yoga has been designed in a such a way that it can
complete the process of evolution of the personality in every possible
direction. Kundalini yoga is a part of the tantric tradition. Even though
you may have already been introduced to yoga, it is necessary to know
something about tantra also. Since the dawn of creation, the tantrics and
yogis have realised that in this physical body there is a potential force. It
is not psychological or transcendental; it is a dynamic potential force in
the material body, and it is called Kundalini. This Kundalini is the
greatest discovery of tantra and yoga. Scientists have begun to look into
this, and a summary of the latest scientific experiments is included in
this book.
Healing Power of Mudras - Rajender Menen 2012-04-01
This book details several beneficial Mudras, and provides a holistic view
of physical and spiritual healing. The right colours, foods, thoughts and
ambience combined with regular Mudra-practice will make for a new and
healthy you!
Energy Healing for Relationships - Keith Sherwood 2019-08-08
Transform Your Relationships by Healing the Wounds, Blockages, and
Attachments That Drive Family Members Apart In this brilliant book,
Keith Sherwood and Sabine Wittmann show you how to improve your
relationships and achieve powerful healing at the deepest levels of
consciousness. Energy Healing for Relationships helps you find a
compatible partner (or strengthen your connection to your existing
partner), heal family dynamics, and overcome parenting challenges. Tips
and techniques for working with meditation, energy, positive thinking,
chakras, mudras, and visualization will move you forward on your
journey with your family and friends while also helping you ensure that
the children in your life grow up with all the love and self-confidence
they need. Within these pages, you will discover more than one hundred
accessible exercises for building skills like centering your awareness in
your non-physical field and increasing your empathy for yourself and
your loved ones. You will also explore powerful approaches to
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recognizing and releasing attachments that can interfere with
communication while improving your soul vibration and sense of internal
balance. This book is a comprehensive guide to getting the most out of
your relationships for a life filled with emotional nourishment and
spiritual well-being.
Ayurveda 101 - Advait 2014-12-27
The Ultimate Beginner's Guide to Ayurveda Have you been searching for
proven natural remedies for Achieving Everlasting Health Holistically???
Has your search lead you to Ayurveda??? But, you don't know where to
start and are waiting to be initiated into the Amazing world of Ayurvedic
Healing....Then this book is for you. Discover :: Ayurveda 101 - Ayurveda
Basics for The Absolute Beginner This Book will teach you everything
you need to know about Ayurveda as a Beginner. Here's a sneak peak at
the contents of the book; #Origin of Ayurveda #Ashtaanga Veda - The
Eight branches of Ayurveda #Panch Maha Bhuta’s - The Five
Fundamental Elements #The Three Dosha’s and Your Prakriti - Vata –
Pitta – Kapha #The Tri-Dosha test for determining your Prakriti #SaptaDhatu - The Seven Body Tissues #Jathar-Agni - The Digestive Fire
#Trayodasha Vega - The 13 Natural Urge’s
Mudras for Memory Improvement: 25 Simple Hand Gestures for Ultimate
Memory Improvement - Advait 2015-05-18
Your Guide to Ultimate Memory Improvement with Simple Hand
Gestures!!!Mudras for Memory Improvement is all about educating you
about Ancient Vedic 'Mudra' techniques which involves Boosting Your
Memory Manifolds and Achieving Brain Mastery with Simple Hand
Gestures.Boost Your Memory Now!!!Do you want to study better for your
exams and top the charts?? then this book is for you!!Do you want to
remember everything that happens at a business meeting without noting
it down?? then this book is for you!!Do you want to impress your friends
with your Superhuman ability to remember everything and anything??
then this book is for you!!Do you want to impress people with your
encyclopaedic knowledge of a subject they assume you know nothing
about?? then this book is for you!!This book offers you Ancient Vedic
Memory Improvement Techniques that will help you remember
everything you want.You don't believe me?? Try out for yourself.These
Mudras work wonders!!The Mudras Mentioned in this book for Ultimate
Memory Improvement are classified into two categories, viz.# Mudras
which directly enhance your Memory,# Mudras which increase your
Concentration, Focus and Intelligence.Discover:: 25 Simple Hand
Gestures for Memory ImprovementThis book details a variety of Simple
Hand Gestures called as Mudras, that when performed regularly will
help you achieve everlasting Memory Improvement.Some of the Mudras
that you'll discover inside this book are:# Mahashirshamudra / Mudra of
The Great Head# Dnyaanmudra / Mudra of Wisdom# Surabhimudra /
Mudra of Cow# Dvimukhmudra / Mudra of Two Faces# Kangulmudra /
Mudra of Hidden PotentialEverlasting Memory Improvement is
Achievable!! Just perform these Simple Hand Gestures regularly.Would
You Like To Know More?Download this book now and Improve your
Memory Forever.Scroll to the top of the page and select the buy button.
Hatha Yoga Pradipika - Svâtmârâma 2022
The Ultimate Guide to Chakras - Athena Perrakis 2018-09-11
With The Ultimate Guide to Chakras, tune in to your chakras, the power
centers connecting your physical body and the world of energy. Your
chakras are the power centers that translate between the seen world of
the physical body and the unseen world of energy. First discussed in
ancient Hindu texts and studied for thousands of years in numerous
spiritual traditions, including acupuncture, meditation, and yoga,
chakras hold the key to our well-being. By tapping into the power of our
chakras, we can live healthier, balanced, and more abundant lives.
Athena Perrakis, leading metaphysical teacher and creator of the world's
largest online metaphysical resource website, SageGoddess.com,
addresses the nine major chakras we can tap into to balance, heal, and
manifest. This guide explains how and why different crystals, essential
oils, and sacred plants help to support each chakra. Each chapter of The
Ultimate Guide to Chakras includes magical exercises for accessing the
energy of each chakra, including meditations, journal exercises, and
working with goddesses and spirit guides. Readers will even learn how to
create a dedicated chakra altar. Lavishly photographed and illustrated,
this guide promises to be an essential volume for beginners and
experienced energy workers alike. The Ultimate Guide to… series offers
comprehensive beginner’s guides to discovering a range of mind, body,
spirit topics, including tarot, divination, crystal grids, numerology,
witchcraft, aromatherapy, and more. Filled with beautiful illustrations
and designed to give easy access to the information you’re looking for,
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each of these references provides simple-to-follow expert guidance as
you learn and master your practice.
Kundalini - Kimberly Moon 2019-01-15
If you want to discover the secret to unlocking your inner spiritual
power, then keep reading... Would you like to feel more at peace and live
in a state of bliss? Do you want to discover what some say slows down
aging and increases creativity? Would you like to experience an
increased spiritual connection and maybe even develop psychic abilities?
No matter where you are in relation to this startling Sanskrit term,
you've come to the right place. In this book, you'll learn about the many
aspects of the kundalini, from what it is to its most complicated
applications. The format of the book is easy to take in as most chapters
are divided into several lists that touch on the main ideas, their
application, and nothing else. Here's just a tiny fraction of what you'll
discover: What the kundalini is & where it comes from What kundalini &
shakti energy can do How the chakras are related to kundalini What (and
who) could be holding your awakening back How to troubleshoot your
awakening Common myths about kundalini dispelled How kundalini
awakening relates to astral projection & travel The biggest mistakes
people make in their awakenings & how to avoid them Over 20
awakening techniques & tips ...and much, much more! If you have a
burning desire to discover more about kundalini, then scroll up and click
"add to cart"!
Mudras for Beginners: Your Ultimate Beginners Guide to Using
Simple Hand Gestures for Achieving Everlasting Health, Rapid
Weight Loss and Easy Self Healing - Advait 2015-09-29
Mudras - The Lost Ancient Vedic Healing TechniqueMudras have been in
use in the East for thousands of years, invented in early Vedic Hindu
culture and then practiced in Buddhism.They have been used as a
spiritual practice (and still are), as a way on the path to
enlightenment.They're also used to cure physical ailments.Sounds too
good to be true!! But believe me it is True!!Do these Mudras while
sitting, lying down, standing, or walking.They can be done at any time
and place while stuck in traffic, at the office, watching TV, or whenever
you have to twiddle your thumbs waiting for something.These hand
postures help you -#Cure Heart Problems#Cure your Cold#Increase
your Concentration#Relieve Muscle Fatigue#Cure DiabetesThese
Mudras are simple Hand Gestures that transform our hands into real
"Powerhouses".Covering all you need to know about performing Mudras,
this insightful, informative and fluff-free Beginner's Guide will enable you
to gain an understanding of a form of yoga that has already helped
thousands of people across the globe.From Building Character to Healing
Emotional Pain,From Bringing Luck to Connecting With The
Divine,Mudras can work wonders.Want to Transform your Life with
Simple Hand GesturesIt's simple, and you can do it today,just scroll up
and click,Buy Now
Mudras of India - Cain Carroll 2012
A photographic guide presents more than 200 Indian hand gestures used
in yoga and dance, in a fully indexed and cross-referenced format, giving
both the Sanskrit and English name for each.
Mudras for Awakening the Energy Body - Alison Denicola 2016-01-14
This deluxe set of 40 colorful cards presents 7 chakras and 33 mudras
chosen for their ability to focus energy and expand consciousness. These
mudra hand poses can deliver numerous benefits for both physical and
emotional wellness. The cards present inspirational artwork on one side
with instructions on the other side. The 112-page illustrated guidebook
offers further information and guided meditations for putting mudras
into the practice.
Layayoga - Shyam Sundar Goswami 1999-05-01
The most comprehensive guide to chakra meditation and the ancient
spiritual science of layayoga ever created. • One of the great works on
yoga, available for the first time in the United States. • Full-color plates
illustrate each chakra. With the growing interest in energy medicine in
the West, the ancient Hindu tradition of chakra meditation has become
increasingly important to both healers and spiritual seekers. While new
to us, the chakras have long been studied in the East, with the spiritual
science of layayoga having the profoundest knowledge of these energy
centers. The fundamental aspect of layayoga is the arousing of dormant
energy within the body through concentration and breathing exercises
and the movement of this energy through the chakras to achieve
supreme consciousness. Unlike kundalini yoga, which starts with the
lower chakras and moves energy upward, layayoga meditation starts
with the Sahasrara, the spiritual chakra that crowns the aura, and brings
energy down to spiritualize each chakra in turn. Layayoga has long been
viewed as the most comprehensive and deeply researched examination of
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the chakras available in the West. Its detailed, illustrated look at each of
the chakras and the various meditations and mantras that go with them
makes it a must for serious students of yoga.
Mudras for Women: 25 Simple Hand Gestures Every Woman
Should Know for Attaining a Healthy Body, Beautiful Skin,
Supercharged Sex Drive and Enhanced Vitality - Advait 2016-05-19
Mudras for Women is all about educating you about Ancient Vedic
'Mudra' techniques which involves Boosting your health manifolds with
Simple Hand Gestures.The ancient Vedic culture teaches us that the
Universal Cosmic Energy (World Energy) is made up of two halves, Shiva
and Shakti.Shiva is the Masculine component and Shakti, the Feminine,
and women are considered as the physical human manifestation of
Shakti, the one who protects, preserves and helps the world
thrive.Though the responsibilities and burdens of the world fall equally
on the shoulders of women and men in these modern times, Yet by
natural design, women are subjected to much greater responsibilities.A
woman undergoes three important stages in her
lifetime,MenstruationPregnancyMenopauseEach of which affect her
physically as well as psychologically.That is where Mudra healing comes
in, by performing these simple hand gestures, every woman can find a
natural balance between her body, mind and soul.This book offers you
Ancient Vedic Techniques that will help you attaining a Healthy Body,
Beautiful Skin, Supercharged Sex Drive and Enhanced Vitality.You don't
believe me? Try out for yourself.These Mudras work wonders!!Discover::
25 Simple Hand Gestures for attaining a Healthy Body, Beautiful Skin,
Supercharged Sex Drive and Enhanced VitalityThis book details a variety
of Simple Hand Gestures called as Mudras, that when performed
regularly will help you achieve everlasting health.Some of the Mudras
that you'll discover inside this book are:# Mahatrikamudra / Mudra of
The Great Trinity (helpful in regulating your menstrual cycle and
instantly relieves menstrual cramps)# Varahamudra / Mudra of The Hog
(activates your bodies self-healing capability)# Yonimudra / Mudra of
Vulva (tones and maintains the health of your pelvic organs)#
Shanmukhmudra / Mudra of six Faces (arrests hair-fall and reinforces
your immune system)# Shaktimudra / Mudra of The Divine Feminine
(establishes a spiritual connection between you and the divine
feminine)Everlasting health is Achievable!! Just perform these Simple
Hand Gestures regularly.
The Book of Chakras & Subtle Bodies - Stephen Sturgess 2014-05-20
Escape the humdrum of daily life and reawaken your true essential Self
with Stephen Sturgess’ sensational Yoga and meditation techniques.
Learn about fascinating subtle bodies, chakras, nadis, and kundalini with
the in-depth section on Yoga philosophy, then follow Stephen’s variety of
practices and techniques for removing any obstacles that may be
standing in the way of you uniting with your true nature. The book
includes a wealth of Hatha Yoga techniques using asanas, mudras,
bandhas, pranayama, and kriya purification, as well as Raja and kriya
Yoga techniques – mantras, concentration and meditation.
Mudras for Sex: 25 Simple Hand Gestures for Extreme Erotic
Pleasure and Sexual Vitality - Advait 2015-05-18
This book will transform you into a lover who can give and receive
extreme erotic pleasure by practicing Simple Hand Gesturesan expert
lover is the one who has prepared his body for satisfying his/her lover
and enjoys Ultimate Pleasure in the process.One can learn all the unique
sex positions and other tried-and-true techniques of extreme erotic
pleasure, but won't be able to apply all these techniques unless their
body is physically and psychologically capable of accomplishing this
feat.This is exactly what this book is all about...Take Your Sexual
Capabilities to A Whole New Level...Mudras for Sex is all about how to
please, pamper and thrill your partner by preparing your body for
Extreme Erotic Pleasure and achieve amazing Sexual Vitality.Since you
are reading this book description, I'm making an assumption here: that
you not only want to be on the top of your sexual game and enjoy
extreme erotic pleasure, but also care deeply and passionately about
your partner.That's Wonderful!!!"The behavior of a human being in
sexual matters is often a prototype for the whole of his other modes of
reaction in life."- Sigmund FreudThe people who have strong, wonderful,
passionate love lives are those that approach sex with the same
determination and gusto as they do their other goals, whether those
goals are about their careers or other serious pursuits. The consistent
factor is Focus, Sexual Confidence and Physical Capability.No matter
what your age or the status of your relationship, you still need to think
ahead and make a commitment to your intimacy. Your sexual relationship
needs practice and concentration.Discover:: 25 Simple Hand Gestures
for Extreme Erotic Pleasure & Sexual VitalityThis book details a variety
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of Simple Hand Gestures called as Mudras, that when performed
regularly will increase your sexual capabilities and Vitality.Some of the
Mudras that you'll discover inside this book are:# Makarmudra / Mudra
of Crocodile# Pratham Yonimudra / Mudra of Vulva I# Kilakmudra /
Mudra of Bondage# ManipurChakramudra / Mudra of Solar Plexus
Chakra# AnahatChakramudra / Mudra of Un-struck Hymn#
Kaamjayimudra / Mudra to Conquer Lust# Praanamudra / Mudra of
LifeYou can give and receive Extreme Erotic Pleasure! Just perform
these Simple Hand Gestures regularly.Would You Like To Know
More?Download now and take your Sex Life to the next level.Scroll to the
top of the page and select the buy button.
THE SCIENCE OF YOGA MUDRAS - K. Rangaraja Iyengar 2013-05-17
Yoga is flying across the shores of Bharatha all over the world like an
eagle. The entire humanity needs yoga today. If going after Yoga to get
rid of diseases is one dimension, using Yoga to make our body healthy so
that we can enjoy material pleasures is the other dimension. This was not
what those great Rshis who evolved Yoga had in mind. Yoga is another
name for pure living. If man lives, being aware of the purpose for which
he was created, what else can it be excepted in Yoga? Human body is a
temple. In a larger sense, it is the dwelling place of gods. Whatever one
finds in the world is present in the human body. We have 72,000 Nerves
in the body, also we have 72,000 Nadies which are subtle channels and
centres of energy. We get a detailed account of these in books on
Hatayoga. In this background Mudras and Bandhas occupy a place of
great significance. We have a considerably difficult challenge to convert
this Annamaya body into one, the object of which is Dharma Sadhana.
Kalidasa has announced, "Shareeramadyam khalu dharma sadhanam".
Our sages have said, "Manaeva manushyanam karanam bandha
mokshayoho" Our mind is the cause of both Bandha and Moksha. In that
case how can we make use of the techniques available to us to the best of
our advantage? "Mudras" help us to keep our body and mind pure and
chaste. They are tools to lead us to life fulfilment. When we activate the
nerve and nadi centres in the body, they make the flow of energy smooth.
Our body is a fantastic machine designed by the Creator. He has set in it
a super computer called the 'Brain'. All the activities in our body are
controlled by the Mind. The pressure exerted on certain key points in the
body and in hands, energises the centres in the brain. We have come to
know this truth as a result of experiments conducted in different parts of
the world. Acupressure specialists assert that if we activate certain
points in the legs, hands and ears, we can ward off a number of disorders
of the body. In our ancient Tantra Marga we hear about "Khechari
Mudra". During five thousand years after sage Vedavyasa, our ancestors
have devised a number of ways to help man keep himself fit. They are
simple and workable. We get a sea of information about Mudra Science
in a number of books on Yoga shastra and Tantra Shastra. In a few of our
epics also, we get references to these Mudras.
Healing Mudras - Sundari Dasi 2020-11-11
Our body has an incredible power to heal itself. Mudras fully harness this
latent ability of the body to heal. The five fingers of our hands represent
the five elements earth, water, fire, air, and ether. These elements, when
balanced, give us good health and, when unbalanced, lead to diseases.
Mudras balance the elements with a series of hand gestures, prevent and
reverse many chronic issues. We have personally applied these mudras
to many who have suffered chronic problems like diabetes, insomnia,
migraine, stress, etc. In every case, mudra practice has provided them
with calmness, healing, and confidence. With all the experience behind
us, we are presenting this book and especially the series of mudras along
with audio and video practice along so that you can easily practice these
mudras and heal. All our mudra audio and video series are on our
website www.yoginataraj.com/mudra. Join us on this beautiful journey of
self-healing. This book also gives you a promo code to get a discount on
our Mudra Courses
Protection From Evil - Ariel B Tzadok 2020-11-02
Evil is real! It is all around us! No one is immune from its influence - no
one! But we can expose it. We can confront it. We can successfully fight
the forces of evil and take back control of our lives.Protection From Evil
is a book about human psychology and psychic phenomena. Protection
From Evil is a book that explores the latent powers of the mind/soul and
what we can do to unleash them.Harmful spiritual forces come in many
shapes and sizes. Some might appear benign or even safe, but that does
not make them so. We all know that appearances can be
deceiving.Protection From Evil teaches about the "other entities" with
whom we share our planet and with whom, we interact, whether we like
it or not. Protection From Evil exposes the mechanics and operations of
the Occult.Protection From Evil is about teaching you spiritual/psychic
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self defense. Protection From Evil is a book of answers, how to recognize
the true dangers that surround you and what you can do to properly
defend yourself.This is not a book of flowery "New Age" psycho-babble.
Spiritual warfare, similar to physical combat is never a nicety.Protection
From Evil is a book about resistance. This is a book about training your
mind and how to defend yourself against outside psychic attacks, from
whatever source they may come.When you have finished reading this
book, you will no longer be able to view the world again with naivete and
narrow psychic vision.Be prepared to have your eyes opened
Mudra the Sacred Secret - Indu Arora 2015-04-25
Tantra - the Mystical 7 Chakras - Hem Harshika 2018-10-09
TANTRA The Mystical 7 chakras - in this book i described western
spiritual science about chakras , how chakras act as a router ? received
and transmitted energy and TANTRA the hidden mystical science of
chakras with tantric diagram explaination i personalty giving meaning of
each and every petals of chakra and spirit animal inside each chakra and
how lower third chakra connect with our mind , ROOT CHAKRA connect
with UNCONSCIOUS MIND , SACRAL CHAKRA connect with
SUBCONSCIOUS MIND , SOLAR PELUS CHAKRA connect with GUT
CENTER , HEART CHAKRA with UNCONDITIONAL LOVE and upper
three chakra i write in volume 2 . I Explain 7 YOGINI connection with 7
CHAKRAS AND 7 ARCHANGLE connection with 7 chakra and deeply
explain power of every chakras which i experience and sign and
symptoms of awakening chakras and blockages of awakening in chakras .
Mudras for Anxiety: 25 Simple Hand Gestures for Curing Anxiety - Advait
2015-05-17
Your Guide to Curing Your Anxiety with Simple Hand Gestures!!!Mudras
for Anxiety is all about educating you about Ancient Vedic Mudra
Healing Technique which involve achieving everlasting emotional
health,by Curing Your Anxiety with Simple Hand Gestures. Cure your
Anxiety Now!!Anxiety is an emotion that begs us to mishandle it through
worry and rumination.Most of us suffer from anxiety to some degree. We
instinctively try to wish it away, avoid it,or fight it head-on -- strategies
which only make matters worse.When feeling anxious, do you typically:#
Become so consumed with how anxious you feel and then harshly judge
yourself for doing so?# Do whatever you can to escape feeling the
anxiety?# Try to avoid whatever triggers the anxiety?If so, this book will
likely change your world--from the inside out. It's not about
changingyour anxiety, but about Mudras which train your mind to not
get anxious at all!!!You don't believe me?? Try out for yourself.These
Mudras work wonders!!Discover:: 25 Simple Hand Gestures for Curing
AnxietyThis book details a variety of Simple Hand Gestures called as
Mudras, that when performedregularly will train your mind to not get
anxious at all and thus achieve everlasting emotionalhealth.Some of the
Mudras that you'll discover inside this book are:# Dnyaanmudra / Mudra
of Wisdom# Mushtimudra / Mudra of Fist# Panchmukhmudra / Mudra of
Five Faces# Shaktimudra / Mudra of The Divine Feminine# Rudramudra
/ Mudra of Lord ShivaEverlasting Emotional Health and Anxiety-Free Life
is Achievable!! Just perform these Simple Hand Gestures regularly.Would
You Like To Know More?Download this book now, to Cure your Anxiety
Forever.Scroll to the top of the page and select the buy button.
Awakening the Chakras - Victor Daniels 2017-02-16
An in-depth guide to understanding and balancing the chakras • Provides
meditations, mantras, and other methods to work with each chakra •
Details each chakra’s positive and negative qualities, their gifts and
challenges, and how they interact with each other • Examines the
psychological causes of blocked energy in the chakras • Shares chakra
wisdom and profound spiritual insights from Sri Harish Johari, Guruji
Pilot Baba, Mataji Narmada Puri, Sri Aurobindo, and other spiritual
leaders By understanding the chakras, you can better understand the
ways you interact with the world around you and the energetic roots of
your inner being. Offering an in-depth guide to this powerful ancient
yogic science, authors Victor Daniels, Kooch N. Daniels, and Pieter
Weltevrede--all longtime students of the late tantric scholar, philosopher,
and temple artist Sri Harish Johari--explain the essence of each of the 7
chakras and provide practical tools to work with these energetic “wheels
of light.” Revealing how each chakra is connected with specific patterns
of thinking, feeling, sensing, and acting, the authors explore how the
chakras offer a vertical map of consciousness beginning with the root
chakra at the base of the spine and ascending to the crown chakra on top
of the head. They provide dynamic meditations, mantras, and other
methods to work with the chakras. You will learn how to enhance each
chakra’s positive features and transform the difficult ones. You will
discover the complementary ways they affect each other, the gifts and
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strengths each can bestow, and the psychological causes of potential
imbalances within them. Coauthor Pieter Weltevrede provides visual
portrayals of traditional images of the chakras and their deities,
explaining the spiritual secrets embedded in each. Sharing profound
insights from their studies with Harish Johari, the authors also include
chakra wisdom from other gurus they have studied with such as Guruji
Pilot Baba and Mataji Narmada Puri. Offering practical wisdom for help
in daily life and freedom from the tethers of your past, chakra work
provides a powerful way to hear your inner self more deeply and a
systematic path for activating higher levels of consciousness.
Sex Mudras - Serge Villecroix 2013-05-06
Sacred gestures of the hands and body to energize the sexual organs,
increase libido, enhance pleasure, and improve overall health • Includes
exercises for men and women to tone the genitals, improve endurance,
and reach orgasm without ejaculation • Details shared exercises for
couples to harmonize male and female energies • Explains how these
exercises can treat sexual problems caused by tobacco, psychotropic
drugs, and alcohol Mudras have been used for thousands of years in
Hinduism and Buddhism to channel the movement of energy in the body
for physical enhancement and spiritual enrichment. These sacred
gestures of the hands and body create a tangible link between body and
mind, conscious and unconscious, and can be used to strengthen and
invigorate specific organs or bodily systems. Exploring the mudras of
sexual vitality, Serge Villecroix illustrates energy movement exercises for
men and women to tone the genitals, increase libido, improve endurance,
and enhance pleasure. He reveals mudras for men to reach orgasm
without ejaculation and details shared exercises for couples to harmonize
male and female energies. He explains how these exercises can treat
sexual dysfunction, such as impotence, as well as overcome sexual
problems caused by tobacco, psychotropic drugs, alcohol, and other
substances. Providing a complete guide to the sex mudras, Villecroix
shows how strengthening your sexual energies also improves cardiac and
respiratory health and overall vitality.
Mudras - Diane Clarke 2015-05-25
40 Powerful Mudras To Awaken The Healing Power In YOU!“ **Start
Reading Now To Begin Healing Yourself Physically, Mentally And
Spiritually ** Through this book, with Mudras, I will help you "tap" into
the universal life force and unleash the healing power in YOU! If you've
always wanted to explore the benefits of Mudras but are clueless on how
to start and which book to read first, then you'll be pleased to know that
your search will ends here. In this book I will show you how triggering
specific energy points within your body can help you access the very
intelligence that guides your life! You will discover 40 simple but
powerful hand gestures that guarantee to bring out the best in you,
physically, mentally and spiritually! Inside These Pages You Will Learn...
Mudras to ease pain! Mudras to battle stomach cramps, abdominal
disorders and digestive problems! Mudras to cure heart disease! Mudras
to fix most nervous disorders! Mudras to extend the longevity of your
life! Yes! Mudras for weight loss Mudras to overcome addictive, selfdestructive habits! Mudras to awaken your chakras Mudras to enhance
your sexual health and wellbeing! Mudras to enhance your spiritual well
being, from manifestation to meditation, we cover it all And much more!
Have A Great Day ~Diane **Scroll To The Top Of The Page And Click
The Orange Buy Now Button** Download Your Copy Today“ Tags:
Mudras, Mudras For Beginners, Mudras For Physical Healing, Mudras
For Spiritual Healing, Mudra, Mudras For Curing Disease, Mudras For
Healing, Healing Mudras, Mudras For Spiritual Health, Mudras For
Manifestation, Hand Yoga, Hand Gestures, Yogic Mudras, Mudras For
Mental Healing. Mudras book.
Chakras - Jodi Morgan 2016-04-25
Become the Chakra expert and learn how to balance your chakras in an
hour! Have you wondered why some people are calmer than others?
Have you wondered how energy works in your body? Most importantly....
why should you check out chakra meditation?Imagine you are in a
crowded train station, and you haven't had your first cup of coffee yet,
someone just bumps into you and just walks away without saying a word
like nothing happened. Would you feel angry? We all have had these
moments where our uncontrollable anger just comes out of nowhere.
Next thing you know, half of our day is ruined due to an external factor.
Chakras are pools of energy in our bodies that control our psychological
qualities. According to Buddhist/Hindu teaching, energy in our body
contributes to our emotions. Therefore, it is important to learn about
Chakras when you want to develop better control over your emotions.
Meditation is said to be the ultimate exercise for your mind. Like working
out, the more you train, the stronger your muscles will become. This
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book will guide you to train your mind through meditation Here Is A
Preview Of What You'll Learn... The benefits of chakra meditation The
history of 7 chakras and what they represent How to properly meditate
Much, much more! This book will help you learn how to balance the
energy in your body. With the information you are about to discover, you
will be able to enhance your self-esteem, inner peace,and creativity.
What People Are Saying:"It has gotten me to look at emotions as a form
of energy that can be translated into stages of life, growth and
development." -Amazon Customer "I have read many books on Chakras,
and this one really stands out in its ability to relay concepts with
simplicity and clarity." -Amazon Customer Take action now and get this
Kindle book for only $0.99! Money Back Guarantee: If you are not
satisfied with the book for any reason, you may also get a refund within 7
days of purchase. Tags: CHAKRA, CHAKRAS, MEDITATION, HEALING,
ENERGY BALANCING, BUDDHISM, SPIRITUALITY
I AM A WOMAN - Yogi Bhajan 2009
Mudras for Awakening the Five Elements - Alison Denicola
2017-08-14
Mudras are hand gestures commonly used in yoga and meditation
practices to direct the energy and expand consciousness. This vibrantly
colored deck presents 33 mudras and 7 chakra cards that were selected
for their benefits in promoting health and healing. Each card includes
instructions for the pose, an explanation of specific benefits, and an
affirmation to help focus your intentions.
Mudras for Curing Cancer: 21 Simple Hand Gestures for Preventing and
Curing Cancer - Advait 2015-05-18
Your Guide to Preventing & Curing Cancer with Simple Hand
Gestures!!!Mudras for Cancer is all about educating you about Ancient
Vedic Mudra Healing technique which involve achieving everlasting
Physical and Emotional health, by Preventing & Curing Cancer with
Simple Hand Gestures. Prevent or Cure Cancer Now!!!It is a frightening
fact that over 20,000 people die every day from Cancer across the globe.
That number equates to more than 7.6 million people per year and
growing at an amazing rate. In addition to this, another 12 million people
are diagnosed with some form of cancer every year.If you or any of your
loved one is suffering from this illness and the side-effects caused by
traditional Western Medicines then this book is for you.Radiation
therapy, Chemotherapy, and surgery can temporarily eliminate tumors,
but you have to understand that these therapies do not change the
underlying cause which created the problem in the first place.This book
will offer you natural alternative way of 'Mudra Healing' that will help
you fight your illness.You don't believe me?? Try out for yourself.These
Mudras work wonders!!The Mudras Mentioned in this book for
preventing & curing Cancer can be classified into three categories, viz.#
Mudras for Physical Healing,(Primary Mudras)# Mudras for Emotional
Healing and, (Secondary Mudras)# Mudras for Spiritual Healing
(Secondary Mudras).The Mudras for physical healing are the first 14
Mudras (Mudra #1 through Mudra #14), the Mudras for emotional
healing and emotional comfort are the next 5 Mudras (Mudra #15
through Mudra #19) and the Final 2 Mudras (Mudra #20 & #21) are
used for spiritual healing.Discover:: 21 Simple Hand Gestures for
Preventing & Curing CancerThis book details a variety of Simple Hand
Gestures called as Mudras, those when performed regularly will help you
achieve everlasting Physical and Emotional health, by Preventing &
Curing Cancer with Simple Hand Gestures.Some of the Mudras that
you'll discover inside this book are:# Mahakraantmudra / Mudra of
Supreme Power# Mudgaramudra / Mudra of Club# Granthitamudra /
Mudra of Glands# Kurmamudra / Mudra of Tortoise# Vistaaramudra /
Mudra of ExpansionEverlasting Emotional Health and A Cancer-Free Life
is Achievable!! Just perform these Simple Hand Gestures regularly.Would
You Like To Know More?Download this book now, to Cure your
Cancer.Scroll to the top of the page and select the buy button.
Yoga Sequencing - Mark Stephens 2012-09-18
Yoga Sequencing: Designing Transformative Yoga Classes presents the
essential principles and methods for planning and sequencing yoga
classes. Addressing one of the most popular topics in the yoga
profession, this book offers sixty-seven model sequences of yoga poses
(asanas) that cover the broad range of yoga student experience,
including multiple sequences for beginning, intermediate, and advanced
students; yoga for kids, teens, women across the life cycle, and seniors;
classes to relieve depression and anxiety; and sequences for each of the
major chakras and ayurvedic constitutions. Each sequence provides
guidance for teaching the different breathing (pranayama) and
meditation techniques that give yoga its transformative power. Enhanced
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with over 2,000 instructional photos and an elaborate guide to the
constituent elements of over 150 yoga asanas, the book draws equally
from ancient yoga philosophy and contemporary insights into functional
anatomy, biomechanics, and kinesiology. The nuanced interrelationships
among asanas within and between the seven asana families are explored
and the anatomy of opening and stabilizing each pose is explained for
sequences designed around specific needs and intentions. A
comprehensive appendix includes a glossary of yoga-related terms, an
alphabetical asana index with thumbnail photographs of each asana, a
class planning worksheet, representative sequences from several popular
styles of hatha yoga, and a list of resources for further exploring
sequencing and the larger practice of teaching yoga.
Essential Chakra Meditation - April Pfender 2019-08-20
Unlock your healing power with chakra meditation. Your chakras are
your body's vital energy centers, and their health can impact your
physical and mental wellbeing. Drawing on rich traditions and hundreds
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of years of knowledge, Essential Chakra Meditation shows you that
practicing intention and purpose can transform your mind, body, and
spirit. Discover how to unblock your energy through a series of guided
meditations--each tailored to treat a specific chakra. Whether you're new
to meditation or have some experience, this book offers you everything
you need to create internal balance and start healing today. Essential
Chakra Meditation includes: Awaken your healing power--Learn how
guided meditations can keep your energy flowing--reducing stress,
easing fatigue, and bringing balance back to your busy life.
Understanding your chakras--Detailed descriptions of the Root, Sacral,
Solar Plexus, Heart, Throat, Third Eye, and Crown chakras provide you
with the information needed to diagnose and treat blockages. Essential
mantra and mudras--Enhance your meditation and mind-body healing
with mantras (short chants) and mudras (hand postures) for each chakra.
Master the art of chakra healing and help free yourself from worry and
exhaustion.
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